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Do We Need EEGs After Temporal Lobe Epilepsy Surgery,
and How Many?
Prognostic Importance of Serial Postoperative EEGs After Anterior Temporal Lobectomy.
Rathore C, Sarma SP, Radhakrishnan K. Neurology 2011;76(22):1925–1931.

OBJECTIVE: To assess the value of postoperative EEG in predicting seizure outcome and seizure recurrence following
antiepileptic drug (AED) withdrawal in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLEHS). METHODS: We studied 262 consecutive patients with MTLE-HS with serial EEGs at 3 months, and at 1, 2, and 3
years after anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL), and considered the presence of interictal epileptiform discharges (IED)
as abnormal. We attempted AED withdrawal in all seizure-free patients. We defined favorable outcome as freedom
from seizures/auras during the entire follow-up period (outcome 1) and during terminal 1-year follow-up (outcome 2).
RESULTS: During mean follow-up period of 7.6 (range 5-12) years, 129 (49.2%) patients had favorable outcome 1 and
218 (83.2%) had favorable outcome 2. Of 225 (85.9%) patients in whom AED withdrawal was attempted, 61 (27.1%)
had seizure recurrence. Compared to patients with normal EEG, those with IED on 1-year post-ATL EEG had a 3-fold
increased risk for unfavorable outcome 1 and 7-fold increased risk for unfavorable outcome 2. The patients in whom all
the 4 EEGs were abnormal had 9-fold odds for unfavorable outcome 1 and 26-fold odds for unfavorable outcome 2. An
abnormal EEG at 1 year increased the risk of seizure recurrence following AED withdrawal by 2.6-fold. CONCLUSIONS:
Post-ATL EEG predicts seizure outcome and seizure recurrence following AED withdrawal. Serial EEGs predict outcome
better than single EEG. This information will be helpful in counseling of patients after ATL, and in making rational decisions on AED withdrawal.

Commentary
Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis
tends to be drug resistant but usually has excellent outcome
with epilepsy surgery. Despite the excellent prognosis overall, a substantial proportion of patients are not seizure-free
after surgery, and it is important to identify these patients
before surgery, if possible. The few studies that have investigated outcome predictors for this specific patient group have
found different predictors for short-term and long-term outcomes (1, 2). For example, secondarily generalized seizures
and ictal dystonia were unfavorable predictors of outcome at
2 years, whereas longer epilepsy duration predicted surgical failure 5 years postoperatively (1). Preoperative factors
are the most valuable for counseling patients so they could
decide whether to proceed with surgery. However, postoperative predictors may be useful once surgery has taken
place and may help guide patients with respect to actions/
activities that could increase the risk of seizure recurrence,
such as antiepileptic drug (AED) withdrawal. Postoperative
tests that have been investigated include postoperative electrocorticography, postoperative MRI, and postoperative EEG.
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In mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, postoperative electrocorticography has generally been unhelpful when recording from
the lateral temporal cortex; however, there is a suggestion
that recording from the stump of the hippocampus could be
useful (3). The postoperative MRI is helpful for lesional epilepsy; if the lesion has been incompletely removed, there is a
greater chance of seizure recurrence after surgery than if the
lesion has been removed in its entirety. The postoperative
test most often studied is a routine EEG, usually a single EEG
recording. With a few exceptions, most studies have found
the postoperative EEG to be useful in predicting outcome. In
a meta-analysis of published studies (and two unpublished
data sets), the presence of interictal epileptiform discharges
predicted an unfavorable seizure outcome, with an odds ratio
of 2.5 for the subgroup of patients who underwent temporal
resection (4). The featured study of Rathore and colleagues
specifically evaluated the predictive value of serial postoperative EEGs in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
and hippocampal sclerosis followed for at least 5 years after
surgery. The authors found that four postoperative EEGs were
better than a single EEG at predicting postoperative seizure
outcome in this patient group. Interestingly, postoperative
EEGs were better at predicting seizure outcome for the last
year of follow-up than in the entire follow-up period. Another
study in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy and hippocampal sclerosis found that preoperative variables were
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also better at predicting seizure freedom in the last year of
follow-up than for the entire follow-up period (2).
One potential reason for the different short-term and
long-term predictors may be the withdrawal of AEDs, which
is usually a more important factor in long-term follow-up.
AEDs are typically withdrawn starting 1 to 2 years after
epilepsy surgery; the timing of AED withdrawal is based
on experience from medically treated patients rather than
evidence from operated patients. AED withdrawal is usually
initiated after discussion of risk-benefit ratio with the patient.
It is not known how important AED withdrawal is as a factor
in late seizure recurrence. Retrospective analyses of surgical
case series have not found AED withdrawal to be associated
with seizure recurrence (5, 6). This counterintuitive finding
may be related to selection bias; that is, it is possible that
AED withdrawal was attempted preferentially in patients
thought to have lower risk for seizure recurrence. Only a
prospective randomized study can definitively evaluate the
role of AED withdrawal in postoperative seizure recurrence. A
prospective multicenter randomized study of continued AED
treatment versus slow withdrawal in nonsurgical seizure-free
patients reported a 41 percent seizure relapse rate in the
withdrawal group as compared with 22 percent in patients
who continued treatment (7).
Rathore and colleagues withdrew AEDs in all patients
who were free of seizures impairing consciousness, including
patients who became seizure-free after having early postoperative seizure recurrence and patients with persistent isolated
auras. They started a slow AED withdrawal as early as 3 months
after surgery in those taking two or more AEDs, and 1 year after surgery in those taking one AED. Their study thus evaluated
surgical outcome after AED withdrawal and unequivocally
demonstrated that serial abnormal EEGs predicted seizure
recurrence. However, the study cannot answer the question of
whether patients who had seizure recurrence after AED withdrawal would have been seizure free if AEDs were maintained.
In a previous publication, the same authors evaluated safety
of AED withdrawal in 258 patients with mesial temporal lobe
epilepsy, most of whom had hippocampal sclerosis. Seizures
recurred during the process of AED withdrawal in 15 percent
and after complete discontinuation in 10 percent of patients
(8). More than 80 percent of seizure recurrences that occurred
during AED tapering occurred within 2 months of the last
change, the temporal proximity suggesting a cause-and-effect
relationship. Conversely, the timing of recurrence was highly
variable for those in whom seizure recurrence occurred after
complete AED discontinuation. A long latency between AED
discontinuation and seizure recurrence (sometimes more than
4 years after discontinuation) reduces the chance of causeand-effect relationship.
The most important practical purpose for predicting outcome will be to counsel patients regarding AED withdrawal.
The study of Rathore and colleagues suggests that serial
EEGs are better than a single EEG for predicting seizure recurrence after AED withdrawal. It is remarkable that the authors
were able to secure compliance in obtaining four EEGs after
epilepsy surgery in every patient. This would be difficult to
arrange in most other centers. Could a smaller number of
EEGs provide an almost equivalent predictive power? In the
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subset of 225 patients in whom withdrawal was attempted,
the EEGs at 3 months and 1 year were almost as predictive
as all four EEGs combined. Although all four EEGs combined
had a greater sensitivity (48% as compared with 36%), the
combination of EEGs at 3 months and 1 year had a greater
specificity (78% vs 68%), and equal positive predictive value
(38% vs 36%) and negative predictive value (77% vs 78%).
For practical purposes, EEGs at 3 months and 1 year postoperatively may be sufficient to counsel patients regarding AED
withdrawal.
The decision to withdraw AEDs will not be based on EEG
alone, but will also have to take into consideration other
predictors, individual factors, and patient preference. Other
factors that have been found to predict seizure recurrence include early postoperative seizures, longer duration of epilepsy,
and older age at surgery (8). Interestingly, the success rate of
AED withdrawal seems greater in pediatric studies, supporting that older age at surgery is unfavorable. One important
concern in relation to AED withdrawal is whether seizure
control can be easily regained after seizure recurrence. In
medically treated patients, about 19 percent of patients with
seizure recurrence could no longer achieve seizure control (9).
Rathore and colleagues reported recurrence of seizures in 23
percent of patients in whom AED withdrawal was attempted.
In a population with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, most with
hippocampal sclerosis, Rathore and colleagues reported that
87.5 percent of patients with seizure recurrence regained
seizure freedom with medication adjustment. These numbers
are much better than noted in patients with neocortical epilepsy, who had an alarming recurrence rate of 53 percent upon
attempted AED withdrawal, with only 46 percent of these
patients regaining seizure control after AED reinstitution (10).
The authors acknowledged that they failed to evaluate
sleep versus waking EEG, as not all patients slept during
their EEGs. The authors also were not able to determine if it
was the number of EEGs or the length of the recording that
improves the prediction of seizure recurrence. The findings
of Rathore and colleagues apply specifically to patients with
mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis
who underwent standard temporal lobectomy. It is not
known whether the results would also apply after selective
amygdalohippocampectomy or neocortical temporal or
extratemporal lobe resections. Nevertheless, mesial temporal
lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis is the most common form of epilepsy presenting for surgical therapy and is
most surgically remediable; standard temporal lobectomy
also remains the most common surgical modality. Hence, the
current study has implications for the majority of excellent
surgical candidates.
by Bassel W. Abou-Khalil, MD
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